THE
Modern Musick-Master
OR, THE
UNIVERSAL MUSICIAN,
CONTAINING,

I. An Introduction to SINGING, after so easy a Method, that Persons of the meanest Capacities may in a short Time learn to Sing in Tune, any Song that is set to Musick.

II. Directions for playing on the FLUTE; with a Scale for Transposing any Piece of Musick to the properst Keys for that Instrument.

III. The Newest Method for Learners on the GERMAN FLUTE, as Improv’d by the greatest Masters of the Age.

IV. Instructions upon the HAUTBOY, in a more Familiar Method than any extant.

V. The Art of Playing on the VIOLIN, with a New Scale shewing how to Stop every Flat or Sharp NOTE, exactly in Tune, and where the SHIFTS of the Hand should be made.

VI. The HARPSICHORD Illustrated, & Improv’d, wherein is shewn the Italian Manner of Fingering, with Sets of Lessons for Beginners, & Those who are already Proficient on that Instrument and the ORGAN. With Rules for Attaining to Play a THOROUGH-BASS in which is included

A Large Collection of AIRS, and LESSONS, adapted to the several Instruments, Extracted from the Works of Mr. Handel, Bononcini, Albinoni, and other Eminent Masters.

WITH

A Brief History of Musick, wherein is related the several Changes, Additions, and Improvements, from its Origin to this present Time.

To which is Added,

A MUSICAL DICTIONARY, Explaining such Greek, Latin, Italian, and French Words as generally occur in Musick.

Curiously Adorned with CUTS representing the Manner of Performing on every INSTRUMENT.

Finely Engraved on above 300 Plates.

Engraved, Printed, and Sold at the Printing-Office in Bow Church Yard, LONDON, MDCCXXXI. Price 7s. 6d.

Where may be had, Books of INSTRUCTIONS for any single Instrument, for exceeding any others extant. Price is. 6d.
Music has been always esteemed one of the most agreeable and Rational Diversions Mankind could be blest with, and is now become so general throughout the greatest Part of Europe, that almost every one is a Judge of Fine Air and True Harmony: But as its Worth has given it a Place among the Liberal Sciences, it is like the rest of 'em to be attained only by Study and Practice. I have therefore endeavour'd in the following Sheets to lay down such plain Instructions as may be suitable to the Meanest Capacity, and no ways ungrateful to those who have acquired some Degree of Perfection in this Engaging Art.

There are several Books of Instructions extant at this Time, but their Dispositions and Collections are for the most Part Inconceivable: For Instance, you'll find in a Harpsichord Book Tunes which are not only Unnatural, but also out of the Scope of that Instrument, and so for the rest of them, such Blunders in the Essential Parts as throw great Difficulties in the Beginners Way. To remedy which, I have here given you the best Instructions in the Modern Method, with Tunes proper for their Respective Instruments, and easy to Learn; and have added a Collection of the Favourite Operas, Aids for the Use of those who are already Proficient in Music.

The Collections for every Instrument being separate, and entirely different, I have prefixed an Index by which you may readily find their Respective Tunes, and what Operas they are in: And to give a Light to Music in general, have annexed a Dictionary, which explains the Italian Terms.

To render the Work compleat I have collected a Short History of Music, shewing its Rise and Progress with several
several Remarkable Incidents, wherein I flatter my self, I have given some Satisfaction to the Learned and all others who are desirous to know the Origin of this Noble Science, and what Esteem it has met with from all Nations in all Ages.

As to the Shape of this Book, I believe it will be more Acceptable to the Curious than the Antiquated Manner of opening Length ways since 'tis more Convenient and Beautiful, as having the Advantage of being an Ornament to a Library.

Music Thou Charmer of all Human Race, Thy Heavenly Lays embellish every Grace, All that is Fair and Lovely here below To Concord and sweet Harmony we owe: The Busy World to hear thy soothing Strains, Their Cares forget, the Captive Slave his Chains: The Soul from Pensive Thoughts by Music freed, Receives new Vigour; and flies on with Speed Towards lasting Bliss where heavenly Arts do lead. Among all Arts and Sciences we find

None that like Music can relieve the Mind: Then who'd despair or pine away with Grief? Since here our Sorrow finds a sure Relief; Whose Pow'r Divine such Transports in us raise: Poets to Music yield up all their Bays. And own that Music best express Music's Praise.
An Index of the Songs, Tunes and Opera Arts contained in this Volume.

Singing Book

- Alcindra hear my Mean. Page 12
- When Alee we play. 13
- Poor Aminta sigh no more. 14
- Oh hear my last Complaint. 16
- As I lay in a groaning Shade. 18
- I smile at Love. 20
- Lamenting, complaining. 22
- in Julius Caesar 22
- Oh thee I love. 24
- Stephanoh be gone. 25
- Oh arid gentle lymer. 26
- Arid may lay aside his Dart. 28

FLUTE

A Collection of Marches and Minuets & c from Page 9 to Page 13

- Qui no more me Flavious. 14
- No oh Dio in Calphurnia. 16
- Air in Pizarro. 17
- Demetrius. 18
- A Favourite Minuet in Florid. 18
- Morrai i in Rodelinda. 20
- Time de lusinshi, Scipio. 22
- Lusinshi iusser. 22
- Alexander. 24
- As the sea. in Tamerlane. 26
- Minuet by M' Woodcock. 27
- Pregifon d'un alma, Alouan. 28

German Flute

Minuets and Ragdons 8 & c from Page 13 to Page 20

- Non riprass in Siroe. 24
- Oreglio siste. in Lotharius. 25
- Do ses in Rodelinda. 27
- Se il cor en Ptolomi. 28
- Non m piguir in Alarte. 28
- Ne non teni Parchenope. 30
- La forte d'el, Raddamistus. 32
- Se mia giro in D. 30
- Alla fama dimmi, in Otho. 30
- Signi in D. 32
- Spogri placare Radamistus. 30
- Amico il tuo, in Ormilia. 34
- Caro vini, Richard 31st. 30
- Qual cor connubit in D. 32
- Non faro quest, Raddamistus. 33
HAUTOY

A Collection of Marches, Minuets, Rigadoons &c.

from Page 9 to Page 19

Echo Minuet

Fals' imagine in Otho

Benche povera, in Flavius

Soggi morte Radamistus

Son contadina, in D\textsuperscript{o}

Vunque sorella, in D\textsuperscript{o}

Tu sei il cor, in Julius Cæs.

Sueglaia terri, in D\textsuperscript{o}

Doh piange te in D\textsuperscript{o}

Violin

Minuets & Rigadoons &c

from Page 10 to Page 16

Saraband & Gavotte Albinoni

Air by S\textsuperscript{o} Maleiti

Air by M\textsuperscript{S}\textsuperscript{o} Helene

A Minuet & Rigadoon

Spombrà del, in Siroe

Non si vago, Julius Cæsar

Un tempo, in Admetus

Si caro caro, in D\textsuperscript{o}

Scacciata del suo, Rodelinda

A Minuet & Rigadoon

Harpsichord

A Prelude for fingering. Page 5

Prelude

Gavot in Otho

Minuet

Minuet by M\textsuperscript{L} Lully

Prelude by M\textsuperscript{B} Babel

Minuet by M\textsuperscript{L} Lully

Largo tanto, in Artaxerxes

Jig in Siroe

Courant by M\textsuperscript{L} Mattheson

A Suite by the Same

Air in Floridante

Dimmi cara, in Scipio

Conforza armata in the Opera of Vespasian

Rules for a Thorough Bass